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Value Enablement Canvas



Introduction

This workbook is one of series designed 
to help B2B SaaS CEO’s build an outside-
in approach across the customer 
lifecycle.


In common with the other workbooks, the 
content is based on real implementations 
that have proved to work.


Whilst each workbook can be 
implemented individually, the real power 
comes when all elements are 
implemented.


The book (available as Kindle and 
paperback on Amazon) contains more 
about the thinking and practice of 
Customer-Led Growth.
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The CLG Framework
There are three primary elements in 
the CLG Framework:


1. Value Framework: the 
relationships between the pain/
gain points facing key roles, how 
they measure them and the 
product and service capabilities 
and resources you offer to help 
customers across the customer 
lifecycle;


2. Ideal Customer Profile: a detailed 
description of the companies and 
key roles you sell to and serve;


3. Customer Engagement 
Blueprint: a high level, joined up, 
outside-in view of the entire 
customer lifecycle around which 
teams develop strategies and 
practices to win, deliver 
measurable value to and grow 
chosen customers. 
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Value Enablement
Value enablement is how you support key customer roles to achieve 
measurable value from your product and services. 


There are seven key principles underpinning the CLG approach to value 
enablement:


1. Individuals, ICP Customer Roles, and their Pain/Gain points are the 
primary focus of value enablement;


2. Value Metrics track the measurable impact of your product and 
services on specific Pain/Gain points  They aggregate to create a 
wider Business Impact.


3. Value is delivered through your Product Features and Data and the 
guidance you offer through other Value Elements.


4. Value discovery - the uncovering of Pain/Gain and  Customer Goals 
as they change over time underpins both value enablement and 
growth opportunities.  


5. Recurring revenue is dependent on recurring value.  Value enablement 
is therefore repetitive and iterative;


6. Little, often and quick is better than big bang.  Incremental value 
shows progress, is easier to achieve and thereby builds trust.


7. The first version of the plan is delivered and agreed as part of the 
sales process.  This focuses on rapidly delivering first measurable 
value, not the whole programme.  4



The Value Enablement Canvas

The canvas has two elements. The first focuses on the business and its strategic 
priorities.  In this context, business can refer to the company as a whole, a business 
unit or a department/team. The second, the core of value enablement, focuses on 
addressing the specific pain/gain points of Key Customer roles and the actions 
needed to achieve them.
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CUSTOMER VALUE ENABLEMENT PLAN

EXPECTED OUTCOME HOW IT IS MEASURED CURRENT PERFORMANCE 1st STAGE GOAL 

STRATEGIC GOAL(S) REQ’D COMPLETION RISK OF DELAY

NAME PROJECT ROLE

Strategic Fit: How our solution contributes to your strategy

Business Impact: What KPIs will improve as a result of this solution

Key Stakeholders: Who are the key players in making this happen

CUSTOMER NAME

ABOUT YOU

Company Overview

Copyright © TheCustomer.Co 2022.  All rights reserved. 

VALUE ENABLEMENT PLAN: KEY ROLES 

NAME & ROLE PAIN/GAIN FOCUS METRIC CURRENT PERFORMANCE 1st GOAL

CUSTOMER NAME

Copyright © TheCustomer.Co 2022.  All rights reserved. 

ACTION RESPONSIBLE COMPLETE  BY NOTES

VALUE ENABLEMENT PLAN: ACTIVITY PLAN



The Value Enablement Canvas - Business
The business is the focus of first 
part of the canvas.


A brief description of the business 
is followed by information on two 
key elements:


How the solution relates to the 
strategic priorities of the business.  
Pain/Gain may exist but unless it 
is a priority, the sale and support 
for implementation is unlikely. 


The overall business impact and 
the goals for improvement.


This part wraps up by identifying 
the key roles involved and how 
they will be involved in this phase 
of the solution.
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CUSTOMER VALUE ENABLEMENT PLAN

EXPECTED OUTCOME HOW IT IS MEASURED CURRENT PERFORMANCE 1st STAGE GOAL 

STRATEGIC GOAL(S) REQ’D COMPLETION RISK OF DELAY

NAME PROJECT ROLE
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The Value Enablement Canvas - Key Roles
Part two is the core of Value 
Enablement, focusing on measurable 
value for key customer roles. 


Remember, the focus is on the next 
level of value, not the final outcome.  
Little and often!


Clarity of Pain/Gain and the 
associated Value Metric(s) is key to 
success. 


Actions should address both what 
you, the supplier, do and what the 
different roles in the customer need 
to do.


Your expertise in the domain you 
operate in means you should be able 
to suggest metrics, goals and actions 
required.  Codifying these are an 
important task as you scale.  
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VALUE ENABLEMENT PLAN: KEY ROLES 

NAME & ROLE PAIN/GAIN FOCUS METRIC CURRENT PERFORMANCE 1st GOAL

CUSTOMER NAME

Copyright © TheCustomer.Co 2022.  All rights reserved. 
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VALUE ENABLEMENT PLAN: ACTIVITY PLAN



Implementation Notes
Recurring Value Enablement is the key to retention and 
growth.


The first instance of a Value Enablement Plan should be 
agreed with the customer as part of the sales process.  
Ideally it is a formal part of the proposal.  This is key to 
addressing implementation concerns the customer is likely to 
have.  


The plan is a shared resource with the Key Roles involved.  
Use your customer management systems to ensure a single 
version is used across the customer and your organisations.  


Resources like guides, workbooks, case studies focused on 
pain/gain points will help in the delivery of Value Enablement 
Plans, especially as you scale.  


Agree with the Key Roles how you will monitor the 
implementation of the plan, including escalating issues when 
either party fails to deliver.  


Value Metrics and Business Impact measures should be the 
focus of monitoring the measurable value delivered.
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Other CLG Workbooks
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This is one of a series of CLG workbooks designed to 
help you build a customer-led organisation.  Others in 
the series (to follow) include:


Defining your value proposition


Building your Ideal Customer Profile


Customer Value Discovery


Architecting your Customer Engagement Blueprint


Implementing a Next Best Value approach


Building a Renewal Business Case


Integrating Value Enablement and Account planning


Using MEDDIC for renewals and upsells.
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